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Join the conversation!

Anyone can comment. To contribute a post, contact me: yoram_gat@yahoo.com



Where we are

(And a bit about how we got here.)



“Crisis of Democracy”

In fact, crisis of the elections-based system.

Faith in democracy remains strong, faith in the existing system is low.

Horrible outcomes of the elections-based system:

● Wars and the ensuing misery
● Refugees
● Mass incarceration
● Widespread poverty, economic insecurity
● Work-or-die ideology
● Insular, self-promoting political and business elite



“Crisis of Democracy”

An emerging understanding that elections and democracy are not the same thing.

But, not just “elections are not enough”, a conflict between the elected and the 
citizens - “populism”, echos of the 1930’s.

Not a cyclical phenomenon, a decades long trend.

New: China - an alternative



Sortition - an emerging idea

Positive popular reception, but still a marginal idea

Tentative experimentation by the powerful, with guidance by academics



Where we are going



The alternatives

● A continued breakdown - replaying the 1930’s
● A shoring up of the current system
● Democracy



Skipping over the breakdown scenario

“Shoring up democracy” may very well amount to the same thing as “breakdown”.



Sortition: shoring up of electoralism vs. democracy

Shoring up electoralism Democracy

Duration Ad-hoc Permanent

Agenda Set by external power Self-determined

Information Provided by external power Gathered independently

Powers Advisory Binding

Term Short, part time Long, full time

Procedures Set by external power Self-determined



Promoting democracy

Creating allotted bodies that are independent centers of power.

● Anti-corruption
● Assessment of government
● Long term management of public resources



One easy[?] thing we can each do right now

Stop calling countries with elections-based systems 
“democracies”.

● The elections-based system was deliberately designed to be non-democratic.
● This system was rebranded as “democratic” in the 19th century.
● Let’s stop falling for this marketing ploy.



Thank you!

Join the conversation, strategize and organize at

http://equalitybylot.com.

Contact me at: yoram_gat@yahoo.com

http://equalitybylot.com

